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The study explores attitudes toward,
perceptions of, and knowledge of IPE of
selected university students at the
University of Manchester, England.
Questionnaire data were analyzed using
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the need to introduce a UV cut-off. The
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the replacement of the Wilson-line phase
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agrees with that of ordinary compact QED
on the lattice at large k. At small k, this
agrees with the propagator computed in
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"FK_A_B_ID", unique = true, nullable =
false, insertable = false, updatable =
false) @JoinColumn(name = "ID_A_B",
referencedColumnName = "ID") private
Long id; // Other fields and getters and
setters... public Long getId() { return
this.id; } But in entity B, when finding
entity A: @OneToOne(cascade =
CascadeType.ALL) @JoinColumn(name =
"ID_B", referencedColumnName = "ID",
foreignKey = @ForeignKey(name =
"FK_B_A")) private A first; // Other fields
and getters and setters... public A
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